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1. INTRODUCTION 
Generalized minimax fractional programming duality has been of much interest recently [l-7]. 
In particular, Crouzeix et al. [6] have shown that the minimax fractional program can be derived 
by solving a minimax nonlinear parametric program. In [2], Bettor et al. use minimax para- 
metric programming to obtain duality for the generalized minimax fractional program involving 
differentiable generalized convex functions (or generalized invex functions). On the other hand, 
Zalmai [7] investigated both parametric and nonparametric necessary and sufficient optimality 
conditions for a class of nonsmooth generalized fractional programming problems containing p 
convex functions, and he constructed several parametric and parametric-free dual models. 
Recently, Hanson [8] has introduced the concept of a differentiable invex function which is 
a generalization of the convex function, and he proved the Kuhn-Tucker sufficient optimality 
theorem, the weak and the strong duality for a single objective optimization problem involving a 
differentiable invex function. In [9], Reiland extended the invexity to nonsmooth functions by the 
generalized directional derivative of Clarke [lo] for Lipschitz functions, and he further obtained 
a generalized Kuhn-Tucker sufficient optimality theorem and duality theorems for a nonlinear 
( ’ gl bj t’ ) pt sm e o ec lve o imization problem involving nonsmooth Lipschitz functions. Several authors 
have been interested recently in the optimality conditions and the duality theorems for nonlinear 
multiobjective optimization problems involving differentiable invex functions. For details, the 
readers are advised to consult [ll-131. 
Lee [14] extended Reiland’s results [9] to a nonlinear multiobjective optimization problem in- 
volving nonsmooth Lipschitz functions. In [15], Liu also use a parametric approach to obtain 
necessary and sufficient conditions and derive duality theorems for generalized fractional program- 
ming problems involving nonsmooth pseudoinvex functions. However, the major difficulty is that 
the invex problems require the same function r] for the objective function and the constraints. 
Recently, Preda [ 161 introduced generalized (F, p)-convexity, an extension of F-convexity and 
generalized pconvexity defined by Vial [17,18]. In [19], Bhatia and Jain defined generalized 
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(F, p)-convexity for nonsmooth functions, an extension of generalized (F, p)-convexity defined 
by Preda [16], and they derived some duality theorems for nonsmooth multiobjective programs. 
Liu [20] established the Kuhn-Tucker necessary and sufficient conditions for an efficient opti- 
mum of multiobjective fractional programming involving nonsmooth (F, p)-convex functions and 
derived some duality theorems. 
In this paper, we are motivated to consider optimality and duality for generalized minimax 
fractional programming involving nonsmooth (F, p)-convex functions. Some definitions and no- 
tations are given in Section 2. In Section 3, using a parametric approach, we derive necessary 
and sufficient conditions, and duality theorems are presented in Section 4. 
2. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Let lRn be the n-dimensional Euclidean space and RF be its nonnegative orthant. Throughout 
the paper, the following convention for vectors in R” will be adopted: 
x>yexi>yi, foralli=l,...,n; 
x~ytixi~yi, for all i = 1, . . . , n; 
X 2 Y H Xi 2 yi, for all i = 1,. . . , n, but x # y. 
Let Xc be an open subset of W. 
DEFINITION 2.1. The function 13 : Xc ++ W is said to be Lipschitz on Xc if there exists c > 0 
such that for all y, x E X0, 
KY> - @)I 2 c IIY - XII 7 
where ]I . ]I denotes any norm in Bn. 
For each d in R”, 8” (x; d) is the generalized directional derivative of Clarke [lo] defined by 
@‘(x; d) = limsup MY + td) - e(Y)1 
Y--r% t . 
t10 
It then follows that 
eyx; d) = msx {tTd I t E se(x)} for any x and d, 
where %(.) denotes the Clarke’s generalized gradient [lo]. 
DEFINITION 2.2. 1191 A functional F : X x X x IP t--t IR (where X & IP) is sublinear if for 
my 2, x0 E x, 
F (x,x’; al + ~2) 5 F ( x,x0; al) + F (z, x0; ~2) for anyai,az E IV, 
and 
F (x, x0; cza) 2 aF (x,x’; a) for any o E I[$, (~20 and CLEW. (B) 
nom (A) and (B) it follows that F(x,x’;O) = 0. 
In the above definition, it is obvious that sublinearity is with respect to the third variable. Let 
us consider a sublinear functional F and the function 8 : X ++ IR (where X s IV). We suppose 
0 is Lipschitz on X. Let p E lR and d(., .) : Wn x R” I+ W such that d(x,x) = 0 for any x. 
DEFINITION 2.3. [I91 The function 0 is said to be (F, p)-convex at x0 if for all x E X, we have 
e(x) - e (x0) 2 F ( x,x’;t) +pd2 (x,x0) 7 for every < E de (x0) j 
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This function 0 is said to be strongly F-convex, F-convex, or weakly F-convex at x0, according 
to p > 0, p = 0, or p < 0. 
DEFINITION 2.4. [I91 The function 8 is said to be (F, p)-quasiconvex at x0 if for all x E X such 
that B(Z) 2 0(x0) we have 
F (s,x’;E) 5 -pd2 (x,x’) , for every E E 80 (x0) . 
We say that 0 is strongly F-quasiconvex, F-quasiconvex, or weakly F-quasiconvex at x0, according 
to p > 0, p = 0, or p < 0. 
In the next definition, we give an extension of quaaiconvexity defined by Ponstein [21]. This 
notion is useful in the following sections. 
DEFINITION 2.5. The function B is said to be (F, p)-quasiconvex Ponstein at x0 if for all z E X 
such that e(x) < 0(x0) we have 
F (x,x’; c) 2 -pd2 (x:,x’) , for every < E ae (x0) . 
This function B is said to be strongly F-quasiconvex Ponstein, F-quasiconvex Ponstein, or weakly 
F-quasiconvex Ponstein at x0, according to p > 0, p = 0, or p < 0. 
DEFINITION 2.6. [19] The function 8 is said to be (F, p)-pseudoconvex at x0 if for all x E X 
such that F(x, x0; <) 2 -p&( z, x0) for every < E %(x0) it results 0(z) 2 0(x0). We say that 8 is 
strongly F-pseudoconvex, F-pseudoconvex, or weakly F-pseudoconvex at x0, according to p > 0, 
p = 0, or p < 0. 
DEFINITION 2.7. 1191 The function B is said to be strictly (F,p)-pseudoconvex at x0 if for all 
x E X, x # x0 such that F(x, x0; <) 2 -pd2( x,x0) for every 5 E LVI(3c0) it results e(x) > 0(x0). 
We now consider the following minimax generalized fractional programming problem as the 
primal problem. 
PROBLEM (P). 
[ 1 &9 v* =j?:,"l2%gp gi(x) ' -- 
where 
(Al) 5’ = (x E JR?; /Q(X) 2 0, k = 1,2,. . . , m} is nonempty and compact; 
(A2) fi : X0 H R, gi : X0 H R, i = 1,2, . . . , p, and h,+ : Xe H JR, lc = 1,2, . . . , m, are Lipschitz 
on X0; 
(A3) gi(x) > 0, i = 1,2,. . . ,p, x E S; 
(A4) if gi is not affine, then fi(x) 2 0 for all i and all x E S. 
It is well known [2,3] that the problem (P) is equivalent to the following problem (EP,) for a 
given v. 
PROBLEM (EP,). 
min q, 
subject to fi(z) - vgi(z) 5 q, i = 1,2 )...( p, (1) 
Mx) 2 0, Ic=1,2 ,..., m. (2) 
We shall use the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.1. [2] If ( x, V, q) is (EP,)-feasible, then x is (P)-feasible. If x is (P)-feasible, then there 
exist v and q such that (z,v,q) is (EP,)-feasible. 
LEMMA 2.2. [2] x* is (P)-optimal with corresponding optimal value of the (P)-objective equal 
to v* 8” (x*,v*,q*) is (EP,)-optimal with corresponding optimal value of the (EP,)-objective 
equal to zero; that is, q* = 0. 
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3. NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS 
In this section, using a parametric approach, we establish some necessary and sufficient condi- 
tions for the minimsx fractional programming problem (P). 
THEOREM 3.1. (NECESSARY OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS). Let X* be an optimal solution of(P) 
with optimal value of the (P)-objective equal to v*. Let an appropriate constraint qualifica- 
tion 1221 hold for (EP,.). Then, there exist q* E B, y* E !RF’, Z* E lKm such that (z*,v*, y*,z*) 
satisfies 
0 E -fy Y: [a (fi (x*) + v*a (-gi) (x*))] + 2 t;aL,, (x*) , 
i=l k=l 
(3) 
Yf (fi (xc*) - u*gi (x*1) = 0, foralli=1,2 ,..., p, 
,$hk (x*) = 0, forallk=1,2 ,..., m, 
fi (x:*) - v*gi (x*) 5 0, for all i = 1,2, . . . ,p, 
hk (xc*) 2 0, for all k = 1,2,. . . ,m, 
$Y:=L 
q* = 0, 
q* E IX, y* E W, z* E R”, y > 0, z* 10 ,?J* 2 0. 
PROOF. Since z* is (P)-optimal with corresponding optimal value of the (P)-objective as 2r*, by 
Lemma 2.2 (CC*, w*, q*) is (EP,)-optimal with corresponding optimal value of the (EP,)-objective 
equal to zero. The theorem now follows by applying the Theorem 6 in [22]. I 
THEOREM 3.2. (SUFFICIENT OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS). Let(z*,u*, q* ,y*,z*)satisfyrelationa 
(3)-(10). Let 
A(x) = -&: [h(x) - ?J*gi(x)] + 2 -@k(x). 
i=l k=l 
Suppose any one of the following conditions holds: 
(4 A(x) is UT PI- convex at x* ad p 2 0, 
(b) A(x) is CC p)-q uasiconvex Ponstein at z*, p > 0 and d(., .) is metric on R”, 
(c) fi is (F, pIi)-convex at x*, -gi is (F, psi)-convex at x*, 1 5 i I p, hk is (F, pSk)-convex at _ _ 
x*, 1 2 k 2 m, and cf=‘=, p~iyz + ~~=‘=, p~yfv* + ~~=“=, p3& 2 0, 
for all x that are (EP,.)-feasible. Then x* is (P)-optimal with corresponding optimal objective 
value equal to v*. 
PROOF. Prom (7), x* is (P)-feasible. By (3), there exist & E afi(x*), <i E a(-gi)(z*), i = 
1,2,..., p, and 7)k E dhk(x*), k = 1,2,. . . , m, such that 
i=l k=l 
Hence, we have 
(x,x*; &;(&+v*C)i~+k) =o. 
i=l k=l 
(11) 
We assume that x* is not (P)-optimal with corresponding optimal objective value equal to w* and 
exhibit a contradiction. With Lemma 2.2, we conclude that (xi, w*,q*) is not (EP,.)-optimal 
with corresponding optimal value of the (EP,.)-objective equal to zero, that is, 
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In (12), using (4), P), and (5) on LHS and using (l), (2), (lo), and (8) on RHS, we obtain 
f: yf [fi (a*) - ?J*gi (x*)1 + 2 zp,, (cc*) > f: Y; [h(x) - vigil + 2 4x(x). 
i=l k=l i=l k=l 
(13) 
If hypothesis (a) holds, (13) yields 
F x7x*; ~y;([i+V*<i)+~~~~k + pd2 (x,x*) < o. 
i=l k=l 
Consequently, (11) and (14) yield 
pd2 (X,X*) < 0, 
which is a contradiction to the fact that p 2 0. 
If hypothesis (b) holds, (13) yields 
F x7 x*; f: ?& (‘ii + v*&) + 2 .+k 2 -pd2 (xc, x*) . 
61 k=l 
(14) 
(15) 
From (11) and (15), we have 
pd2 (2, z*) 2 0, 
which is not possible as p > 0 and d(z, z*) is a metric, z being different from z*. 
If hypothesis (c) holds, 
h(x) - fi (x*1 2 F ( x,x*; ti) + /aid2 (x,x*) , lSiSp, (16) 
- h(X) - gi (x*)1 2F (~9 x*; cii) + p2id2 (x, x*) , lZiSp, (17) 
hk(z) - hk (z*) 2 F ( 5, x*; 7?Ie) + pskd2 (2, z*) , lsksrn. (18) 
Now, multiplying (16) by ~5, (17) by w*y:, and (18) by zi, and adding the resulting inequalities, 
we obtain, from (ll), (13) and the sublinearity of F, 
0 > f: pli$ + f: pziYfV* + e I’SkZ; d2 (2, x*) , 
i=l i=l k=l 
which is a contradiction to the fact that C%, pliy: + cb, paiyfv* + ~~=“=, pa@; 2 0. Thus, 
the proof is complete. I 
THEOREM 3.3. (SUFFICIENT OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS). Let (x*, v*, q*, y*, z’) satisfy relations 
(3)~(10). Let 
B(X) = f: Y5 [fi(X> - v*%(X)] ) c(x) = 2 @k(x). 
i=l k=l 
Suppose any one of the following conditions holds: 
(a) B(z) is (F, pl)-pseudoconvex at x*, C(x) is (F, p2)-quasiconvex at x*, and p1 + p2 2 0, 
(b) B(z) is (F, pl)-quasiconvex at x*> C(z) is strictly (F, pz)-pseudoconvex at z*, and p1 + p2 
2 0, 
Cc) B(x) is (F, pd-4 uasiconvex Ponstein at x*, C(z) is (F, pz)-quasiconvex at x*, p1 +pz > 0, 
and d(., .) is metric on R”, 
(d) yr[fi(x) - v*gi(z)] is (F,pli)-pseudoconvex, 1 <= i <= p, z;hk is (F,pzk)-quasiconvex, 
1 5 k 5 m, and cfzl pli + Err”=, p2k 2 0, - - 
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for all z that are (EP,*)-feasible. Then z* is (P)-optimal with corresponding optimal objective 
value equal to v*. 
PROOF. Prom (2) (5) and (lo), we have 
k=l k=l 
If hypothesis (a) holds, from the (F, pz)-quasiconvexity of C at z*, we have 
From (11) and sublinearity of F, we obtain 
F x,x*; ey; (&+v*C,) +F 
i=l 
a) (x,x*; $+?k) 20. 
Consequently, (19) and (20) yield 
F 
(. 
x, xc*; 2 yf (& + v*&) + ( -p2d2 (x,x*)) 2 0. 
i=l 
In (12), using (4) and (9) on LHS and using (l), (8), and (10) on RHS, we obtain 
(20) 
(21) 
f: y: [fi (x*) - v*gi (x*)1 > 2 Yf Vi(X) - v”tId41 *
i=l i=l 
Along with the fact that the B is (F, pi)-pseudoconvex at x*, we get 
F 
( 
x,x*; &f(&+v*&) 
) 
<-pld2(x,x*). (22) 
i=l 
Prom (21) and (22), we have 
(PI +pdd2(x,x*) ~0, 
which is a contradiction to the fact that p1 + p2 2 0. Hypotheses (b), (c), and (d) follow along 
with the same lines of (a). Hence, the proof is complete. I 
4. DUALITY THEOREMS 
In this section, with the help of (EP,), we introduce the following dual problem. 
PROBLEM (DEPvl). 
Maximize 2 yi [fi(U) - ‘uSi(‘L1)l + Fzkhkb‘) 
i=l k=l 
P m 
subject to 0 E c Yt [a (f<(U)) f Va (-%I (u)] + c zkahk(u), (23) 
i=l k=l 
P 
c Yi = 1, (24) 
t=l 
11 E lRn, y E RP, z E IlP, y 10, z 2 0, v 2 0. (25) 
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THEOREM 4.1. (WEAK DUALITY). For a given o*, Jet (k,Q) be (EP,.)-feasible, and let (E,g,Z) 
be (DEP,. 1)-feasible. Let 
Suppose any one of the following conditions holds: 
(a) G is (F, p)-convex and p _2 0, 
(b) G is (C ~1-4 uasiconvex Ponstein, p > 0 and d(q, .) is metric on Wn, 
(c) fi is (F,pli)- convex, -gi is (F,pzi)-convex, 1 5 i s p, hk is (F,psk)-COnVeX, 1 2 k 5 m, 
ad C;zl PEE + c:zl P2iEv* + CL’=, P3kz 2 0, 
for all feasible solution for (EP,.) and (DEP,. 1). Then 
inf (EP,-) 2 sup (DEP,. 1) . 
PROOF. Let (Z,G) be (EP,.)-feasible, and let (O,g,f) be (DEP,.l)-feasible. By (23), there exist 
& E afi(Z), & E a(-gi)@), i = 1,2,. . . ,p, and qk E dhk(E), k = 1,2,. . . ,m, such that 
Prom here it results 
F ?,q -j&i + v*(i) + gFj;llk = 0. 
i=l k=l 
If inf(EP,*) < sup(DEP,*l) , 
Cj < & [fi ($ - W*gi (-ii)] + -&&. (i-i) .
(26) 
(27) 
i=l k-1 
In (271, using O), PL (24), and (25) on LHS, we obtain 
f: g [fi (2) - w*gi (Z)] + 2 Ghk (2) < 2 R [fi (I$ - v*gi (@I + 2 Zhk (z) . 
i=l k=l i=l k=l 
(28) 
If hypothesis (a) holds, (28) yields 
Consequently, (26) and (29) yield 
pd2 (5&n) < 0, 
which is a contradiction to the fact that p 2 0. 
If hypothesis (b) holds, (28) yields 
Prom (26) and (30), we have 
which is not possible as p > 0 and d2(g,Z) is a metric, f being different from Z. 
(30) 
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If hypothesis (c) holds, 
Now, multiplying (31) by E, (32) by V*E, and (18) by Z, and adding the resulting inequalities, 
we obtain, from (26), (28) and the sublinearity of F, 
which is a contradiction to the fact that cf==, p& + CT=‘=, p2iE~* + ~~=, p3kq 2 0. Thus, the 
proof is complete. I 
THEOREM 4.2. (STRONG DUALITY). Let 
and let (x*, q*) be (EP,*)-optimal, at which an appropriate constraint qualification holds [22]. 
Then, there exists (y*, z”) such that (z*, y*, z*) is (DEP,. 1)-feasible and the corresponding ob- 
jective values of (EP,*) and (DEP,*l) are equal. If also the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1 are 
satisfied, then (x*, q*) and (x*, y*, z*) are, respectively, global optimal for (EP,.) and (DEP,. 1) 
with each objective value equal to zero. 
PROOF. Follows along with the same lines of [2, Theorem 5.21. 
THEOREM 4.3. (STRICT CONVERSE DUALITY). Let 
I 
and let (z*, q*) be (EP,*)-optimal, at which an appropriate constraint qualification holds [22]. 
Let (G, ;ii, 5) be (DEP,. 1)-optimal, and let 
G = eE[fi(*) - V*gi(*)] + F%hk(*) 
i=l k=l 
be strictly (F, p)-pseudoconvex for &II (EP,.)-feasible and (DEP,. 1)-feasible solutions and p 2 0. 
Then, ii = x*; that is, (~,q*) is (EP,.)-optimal, with each objective value equal to zero. 
PROOF. Let (n,g,Z) be (DEP,.l)-optimal. By (23), there exist <i E afi(a), & E a(-gi)(n), 
i = 1,2,. ..,p,andrlkEdhk(~),k=1,2 ,..., m,suchthat 
k=l 
From here it results 
(34) 
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We assume that ii # Z* and exhibit a contradiction. Since (z*, q’) is (EP,*)-optimal, there exists 
(y’, z*) such that (z*, y*, z*) is (DEP,.)-optimal and 
Q* = 0 = f: y; [fi (X*) - V*gi (X*)1 + 2 Zihk (X*) 
2=1 k=l 
=&ml - V*gi @ii)] + 2 zhk (n) . 
i=l k=l 
Using the strict (F, p)-pseudoconvexity of G at Z, we get from (35) 
F X*,z; &(& + v*ci) + j&,‘k < -pd2 (xc*, a). 
i=l k=l 
(35) 
(36) 
Consequently, (34) and (36) yield 
pd2 (z*,E) < 0, 
which is a contradiction to the fact that p 2 0. Thus, the proof is complete. I 
On the lines of Mond and Weir [23], for a given v, we have the dual to (EP,) as follows. 
PROBLEM (DEP,2). 
Maximize f: Yi if44 - WiWl 
i=l 
subject to 0 E 2 yi [a (fi(?~) + vd (-gi) (IL)] + 2 &dhk(u), (37) 
i=l k=l 
2 Zkhk(U) 2 0, (38) 
k=l 
P 
c Yi = 1, (39) 
i=l 
u E E-t”, y E RP, z E Et”, y 2 0, z 2 0, v 2 0. (40) 
THEOREM 4.4. (WEAK DUALITY). For a given v*, let (2, i) be (EP,.)-feasible, and let (E, jj,S) 
be (DEP,* 2)-feasible. Let 
H = &i [fi(-) - v*gi(.)l 7 1 = ezhk(.). 
i=l k=l 
Suppose any one of the following conditions holds: 
(a) H is (F,PI)-P seu d oconvex, I is (F, pz)-quasiconvex and pl + p2 2 0, 
(b) H is (F, pl)-quasiconvex, 1 is strictly (F, pz)-pseudoconvex and p1 + p2 2 0, 
(c) H is (F, pl 1-q uasiconvex Ponstein, 1 is (F, pa)-quasiconvex, p1 + pz > 0 and d(., .) is metric 
on lit”, 
(d) Y? Vi(x) - v*gi(x)I is (4 pii)-P seu d oconvex, 1 5 i 2 p, zt hk is (F, p2k)-qu&?iconvex, 
1 5 k 5 m, and cf=‘=, pli + cp=“=, p2k 2 0, - 
for all feasible solutions for (EP,.) and (DEP,,.2). Then, 
inf (EP,. ) 2 sup (DEP,* 2) . 
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PROOF. Let (&G) be (EP,.)-f easible, and let (T&jj,Z) be (DEP,.2)-feasible. By (37), there exist 
& E afi@), <i E a(-&)@), i = 1,2,. . . ,p, and vk E a&@), k = 1,2,. . . , m, such that 
i=l k=l 
Prom here it results 
F f,iZ; f&(&+v”&)+-&& = 0. 
i=l k=l 
Using the sublinearity of F, we have 
from (3% (40), and (2), we have 
m m 
xzhk (2) i x%hk (z) . 
k=l k=l 
If inf(EP,*) < sup(DEP,*2), 
In (44), using (l), (39), and (40) on LHS, we obtain 
f-z [.fi (2) - v*gi (?)I <&i [fi (q - v*gi @>I . 
i=l i=l 
If hypothesis (a) holds, from the (F, pr)-pseudoconvexity of H at Z, we get from (45) 
F f,T& &i+v*<i) < -pd2(2,E). 
i=l 
Consequently, (42) and (46) yield 
F (0% @k) + (-p1c-P (2, n,) > 0. 
Using the (F, pa)-quasiconvexity of I at Ti, we get from (43) 
Prom (47) and (48), we have 
(Pl + P2) d2 @ai) < 0, 
(41) 
(42) 
(43) 
(44) 
(45) 
(46) 
(47) 
(48) 
which is a contradiction to the fact that pr + ps 2 0. Hypotheses (b),(c), and (d) follow along 
with the same lines of (a). I 
Similarly, we can establish the following strong duality theorem and strict converse duality 
theorem. 
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THEOREM 4.5. (STRONG DUALITY). Let 
and let (CC*, q*) be (EP,*)-optimal, at which an appropriate constraint qualification holds 1221. 
Then, there exists (y*, z*) such that (x*, y*, z*) is (DEP,.2)-feasible and the corresponding ob- 
jective values of (EP,.) and (DEP,.2) are equal. If also the hypotheses of Theorem 4.4 are 
satisfied, then (9, q*) and (z*, y*, z*) are, respectively, global optimal for (EP,,.) and (DEP,*2) 
with each objective value equal to zero. 
THEOREM 4.6. (STRICT CONVERSE DUALITY). Let 
and let (XT*, q*) be (EP,*)-optimal, at which an appropriate constraint qualification holds [22]. 
Let (TX, jj, F) be (DEP,. 2)-optimal. Suppose any one of the following holds: 
(4 H is (F, d-q uasiconvex, I is strictly (F, pa)-pseudoconvex and p1 + p2 2 0, 
(b) H is strictly (F, pl)-pseudoconvex, I is (F, pz)-quasiconvex and p1 + p2 2 0, 
for all feasible solutions for (EP,.) and (DEP,.2). Then, z = z*; that is, (Z,q*) is (EP,.)- 
optimal, with each objective value equal to zero. 
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